Data compression will play an increasingly important role in the storage and trans-
mission of image data within the NASA science programs as the Earth Observing System comes into operation.
It is important that the science data be preserved at the fidelity the instrument and satellite communication systems were designed to produce. Lossless compression must therefore be applied, at least, to archive the processed instrument data. traction, classification, decorrelation followed by modeling and coding is shown in Figure  1 . Parallelization is possible due to the region processingapproach used. Feature extraction and region classificationare performedin parallel on eachimage region. The classifier determinesthe correct compressionapproachesto usedbasedon a decisiontree approach using the calculated features. Image regionsthat will usea decorrelation preprocessorwill be passed through that path, other regions will be processedby the modeler and coder appropriate to the type of region. The modeler and coder are serialized processesin this architecture becauseadaptive modeling will be used, that is, the statistical model is built as the image pixels are being compressed. All image regionsthat are similarly classified will be processedthrough the samemodeler/coder path so that a unique statistical model is generatedfor each type of region. The modeler and coderwill processall pixels in a region then proceed to the next region, and so on. This procedurepreservesany two-dimensional correlation of pixel valuesand should maximize compression. To be able to decompressthe image file, it is necessarythat the compressedfile output by this architecture contains a headerwhich records a classifieridentifier for eachregion. The image can be reconstructed by reading the region classifier identifier and decompressingthe region through the reverse of the compressionprocess. The application of a decorrelationstep prior to modeling and coding was alsoconsidered after proving the suitability of this approachwithout it. Decorrelating the image reduces pixel value variance [10] and thereforeimproves compression.Two decorrelation methods wereused,DPCM and bi-linear interpolation. Both arerelatively simple to implement with DPCM using one or more previous pixel valuesto predict the current pixel value, and the lattice points in a 2-dimensionalkernel of pixels being usedto predict the other kernel pixel values.In the caseof bi-linear interpolation, the output is two data streams,a set of prediction errors, and the value of the lattice points for eachnon-overlapping2-dimensionalkernel in the image. The computational cost of the hi-linear interpolation processis considerably more than the DPCM approach, but the improvementin compressioncan be considerable for certain types of images. Figure  1 and the compression values shown in Table 2 obtained. 
